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Gobeakam Wallcoverings Self-Adhesive White Wood Paper Decorative Film for Furniture Real Wood Grain Touch Easy to

Clean Thicken Perfectly Covers The Surface Without Passing Through The Primary Color

Widely Used for Furniture：Decorative white contact paper can be used to cover countertop, cabinet, shelf liner, drawer liner, table, closet, door, desk, and other furniture.

Application for Buliding：self-adhesive film can be applied to smooth and flat surface. Can be used in living room, bed room, kitchen, office, children's bedrooms, nursery,

playroom, rental room, dormitory or even in bathroom.

Great Features：white contact paper is water-proof; bubble free; removable and durable. Grid lines on the back for easy cutting. Just Peel and stick, no additional glue is

needed to assist the paste, it will not damage the wall or the drawer when it is removed, and will never leave any residue. This is a kind of Modern very economical and

practical decoration method.

White Wallpaper：Grid lines on the backing make cut and use easier.

White Shiny Paper：Size: 108"in x 54"in Color: White with pearl shiny. White peel and stick wallpaper is easy to cut and install and clean. No glue after removal.

Product Description

PVC material, easy to use

Features: Peel and Stick, Easy to Clean
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Gobeakam Wallcoverings Self-Adhesive White
Wood Paper Decorative Film

$11.99
Gobeakam Wallcoverings Self-Adhesive White Wood Paper Decorative Film for Furniture

Real Wood Grain Touch Easy to Clean Thicken Perfectly Covers The Surface Without

Passing Through The Primary ColorWi..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: G-741

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-09-07

Sold By: Gobeakam
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Color is bright, make your home and furniture look brand new, make your feeling brighter

Gobeakam wallpaper is self-adhesive, just peel and stick, it can be applied to the majority of flat and smooth surfaces. And it will not damage your surface.

Why is Gobeakam white wallpaper?

Thicker than other wallpaper on the market

Multiple use-can meet your different decorative needs

Removable easily without damage

Budget friendly

Can be stitched perfectly

Good quality

How does apply it?

Please make sure the surface of object is clean and smooth

Adjust wallpaper to the surface and cut it 1/2" larger than the actual size of the surface, avoid it can't cover your object completely

Peel off the backing paper slowly and little by little when paste

Push away from the center with your palm

If there are wrinkles after sticking, you can remove it slowly to stick again

Use a utility knife to cut off the excess

Product information

Product Dimensions 196 x 15.7 x 0.2 inches

Item Weight 14.4 ounces

Manufacturer Gobeakam
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